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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0132662A1] 1. A load selector for tapped transformers for changing over from one tapping to the next one, comprising fixed step contacts
(2, 3) which are arranged in a circle and connected to the tappings and switching contacts (5, 6, 7) from three current branches on a common
contact carrier (4) which contacts can be simultaneously swivelled along the arc of a circle, - wherein all switching contacts (5, 6, 7) in each case
carry the potential of the same step contact (2, 3) in their rest position, - wherein during swivelling of the contact carrier (4), the central switching
contact (5) is substantially only moved in the radial direction in relation to the contact carrier (4), - wherein during swivelling of the contact carrier
(4) the two outer switching contacts (6, 7) are swivelled in relation to the contact carrier (4) on levers (14, 12) which are positioned on the contact
carrier (4), and - wherein the movements of the switching contacts (5, 6, 7) in relation to the contact carrier (4) are controlled by the step contacts
(2, 3) which simultaneously constitute cams, characterised in - that each of the two outer switching contacts (6, 7) is supported by the free end of
an arm of a two-armed lever (14, 12), - that the ends of the other arms of said two-armed levers (14, 12) are mechanically coupled to one another
(16, 17) in such a manner, - that in the rest position of the contact carrier (4), the two outer switching contacts (6, 7) are swivelled to the flanks of the
respectively selected fixed step contact (2, 3) by means of spring force (18), and - that when one of the two outer switching contacts (6, 7) runs up
on to a fixed step contact (2, 3) the lever arms supporting the outer switching contacts (6, 7) are swivelled in opposite directions against the spring
force (18) and the lever arms (14, 12) supporting the outer switching contacts (6, 7) are thereby spread out from the central switching contact (5).
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